


In each question below, a sentence is given with a part of it 

printed in bold type. That part may contain a grammatical 

error. Each sentence is followed by phrases 1), 2), 3) and 4). 

Find out which phrase should replace the phrase given in bold 

to correct the error, if there is any, and to make the sentence 

grammatically meaningful and correct. If the sentence is 

correct as it is and ‘ No correction is required’ , mark 5) as the 

answer .



The consulate general and with the yoga school 

trainers organized the event at a park in the 

township.

1. besides with the

2. along with the

3. along the

4. longing with the

5. No correction required



The burden of fixed monthly charges and fuel 

cost adjustment will be born by state 

government.

1. must be born by

2. will be borne through

3. will be borne by

4. will be done by

5. No correction required



The country is currently suffering from a wave 

net violence against women and children amid a 

huge crime wave.

1. form a wave net

2. from a wave of

3. form a wave net of

4. from a wave through net

5. No correction required



The state reeling for an agrarian crisis following 

famers’ agitation has approved a subsidy on 

electricity tariff to farmers.

1. reeling under an

2. reeling through an

3. reeling in an

4. reeling up an

5. No correction required



The participants included hundreds of school 

children who went their first taste of yoga.

1. which got their first

2. which went their first

3. who got their first

4. who went their first

5. No correction required



In each of the questions given below, the given sentence is 

divided into five parts where the fifth highlighted part is 

grammatically correct. Out of remaining four parts, three parts 

are not correct and one part is correct. Choose the part as your 

answer which has no error. If there is no error in any part of 

the sentence, your answer should be option 5, i.e. All are 

correct.



Two off the persons (A)/ injure in (B)/ the blast 

is in (C)/ critical condition, and many have been 

(D)/ hit by splinters (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. All are correct



The pane in the three-storey building (A)/ have 

all shattered (B)/ due in the intensity of the blast 

(C)/ and the police quickly cordon (D)/ off the 

area (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. All are correct



Leaders of outfits who instigates a mob (A)/ at an act 

of vandalism, which results in death or loss(B)/ of 

public and private property, (C)/ will personally face 

criminal action and are liable of (D)/ compensate the 

victims of the violence (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. All are correct



The onset of (A)/ the winter season has (B)/ come to be 

associated (C)/ with toxic atmospheric pollution (D)/ in 

north India (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. All are correct



Reports, however, suggests (A)/ that many farmers, 

particularly them (B)/ with land holdings of (C)/ less 

than 5 acres, remain sceptically (D) of the efficiency of 

the machines (E).

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. All are correct



In these questions, sentences with four bold words are given. One 

from four words given in the bold may be either wrongly spelt or 

inappropriate in the context of the sentence. Find out the word 

which is wrongly spelt or inappropriate, if any. That word will be 

your answer. If all words given in the bold are correctly spelt and 

also appropriate in the context of the sentence, then ‘All Correct’ 

is your answer.



While the Chinese economy has been slowing down 

considerably in the last one year, India has emerge as 

the fastest-growing major economy.

1. economy

2. considered

3. emerge

4. major

5. All are correct



A manifesto is importance not for being a catalogue of 

vote-catching, tall promises, but as a document that 

explains the direction that a party proposes for the 

country. 

1. importance

2. catalogue

3. explains

4. proposes

5. All are correct



In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has 

been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage 

and against each five words are suggested, one of which fits the 

blank appropriately.



The brain is the body’s control centre. Underneath its 

folds more than 100 billion neurons organise and 

examine incoming………. (1) and ……….(2) as a guide 

for the organism.

………….(3) of amounting to only 2 percent of the total 

weight of a human body, the brain alone uses one fifth 

of the oxygen inhaled. It is one of the most fragile 

……… (4) of the body and , therefore, one of the most 

protected. Along with the spinal cord, the brain forms 

the central ………. (5) system, which gives instructions 

to the peripheral nervous system.



Underneath its folds more than 100 billion neurons 

organise and examine incoming………. (1) and 

……….(2) as a guide for the organism.

Find out the appropriate word in each case:

1. material

2. evidence

3. news

4. information

5. None of these



Underneath its folds more than 100 billion neurons 

organise and examine incoming………. (1) and 

……….(2) as a guide for the organism.

Find out the appropriate word in each case:

1. behaves

2. act

3. performs

4. conducts

5. None of these



………….(3) of amounting to only 2 percent of the total 

weight of a human body, the brain alone uses one fifth 

of the oxygen inhaled.

Find out the appropriate word in each case:

1. Despite

2. Nevertheless

3. Inspite

4. Indeed

5. None of these



It is one of the most fragile ……… (4) of the body and , 

therefore, one of the most protected.

Find out the appropriate word in each case:

1. parts

2. section

3. segment

4. compartment

5. None of these



Along with the spinal cord, the brain forms the central 

………. (5) system, which gives instructions to the 

peripheral nervous system.

Find out the appropriate word in each case:

1. respiratory

2. digestive

3. nervous

4. circulatory

5. None of these
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